WORKING AT HEIGHT GUIDE

MANUFACTURING FOR SAFETY

EQUIPMENT
AND TRAINING
SPECIALISTS
JSP Ltd is one of the UK’s most highly-specialised
vendors of products and courses for working and
rescue at height. We constantly strive to provide
professional solutions for our customers within fall
prevention, evacuation and rescue at height.
THE RANGE
Every detail of the range, which includes top-quality harnesses,
lanyards, restraint systems, lifelines, retractable fall limiters,
rescue equipment, full specialist kits and accessories, has been
meticulously thought through from start to finish. Quality,
comfort, style and affordability are its hallmarks.
JSP’s new collection of harnesses and lanyards covers everything
needed for working safely at height, from the Spartan™ economy
range, ideal for occasional and short term use, through to
the Pioneer™ mid-range, and then through to the premium
K2™ collection, which conforms to the highest standards of
technology, comfort, safety and ergonomic design.
TRAINING
Training is a crucial part of compliance. Employers must
understand how to plan and manage work at height safely, and
workers can carry it out without causing harm to themselves or
to others.
Altitude™ Height Safety – a brand new division within the JSP
Group – is dedicated to providing quality height safety and
rescue training for all industry sectors.
JSPCHECK™ RFID TECHNOLOGY
JSP Height Safety Equipment is fitted with RFID tags that can
be scanned by a mobile device or computer to perform accurate
safety inspections in minutes. Easy, instant inventory control
and in-field inspections, manage documentation and reports by
tracking tools and equipment in seconds. Precise data gathering
helping to automate, retain and retrieve product and training
documentation instantly for improved compliance.
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TESTING & QUALITY

SERVICE LIFE
The service life of all JSP webbing products is ten
years, including shelf life. Therefore a harness which is
unopened and correctly stored for three years would
have a remaining service life of seven years.

JSP HEIGHT
SAFETY
EQUIPMENT
QUALITY &
TESTING
To ensure that JSP products meet the
highest specification and perform
in the most demanding situations,
they are tried and tested twice, once
during manufacture and again before
distribution to the customer.

STATIC TEST
A force of 15kN is applied between
the lower ring of the torso dummy
and the attachment element of
the harness, after loading the test
dummy and harness into the test
apparatus. To see whether the harness
releases the torso dummy, the force
is maintained and observed for a
period of three minutes, with each
attachment element of the harness
treated in this way. A force of 10kN is
used to test the upper ring of the torso
dummy, using the same procedure.
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LABEL ON LANYARD, WHICH MUST BE IN
PLACE, INTACT AND LEGIBLE WHILE THE
LANYARD IS IN USE.
8
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DYNAMIC TEST
A single mountaineering rope without
an energy absorber, 2m in length and
11mm diameter, meeting EN892-1,
is used to secure the harness and
test dummy weighing 100kg. Its
upper attachment point is then used
to suspend the dummy two metres
above the fixed anchorage point
and a maximum of 300mm from the
centre line. A feet first fall of around
four metres is simulated by releasing
the dummy without initial velocity,
to ensure the harness doesn’t
release the dummy. The angle and
orientation of both the dummy and
dorsal plate are then measured. The
same rope is then used to simulate a
head first fall of around four metres,
by suspending the dummy from its
lower anchor point before releasing,
and the same measurements are
then taken.
Each anchor point on the harness
must be subjected to both test
methods above.
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1. Controlling Notified Body
2. Serial Number
3. Batch Number
4. Product Type
5. Standard/Year
6. Considerations for Use
7. Date of Manufacture
8. Manufacturer

CE MARKING
All JSP’s working at height equipment range carries
the CE mark and conforms to all relevant European
standards, which complies with the requirements of
the Personal Protection Equipment Regulations 2002.
The equipment provides protection against
serious hazards, utilising complex design and
manufacturing methods and is categorised as
Cat III. The equipment is supplied with end-user
instructions and technical information.

INSPECTION RECORD BOOK
AND CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMITY
The inspection record book should be available
for all users to view and must be kept in a safe
place. It should contain a table into which relevant
details from the label should be copied. Details of
inspections should be recorded in the table at the
frequency stated in the manufacturer’s instructions
and risk assessment. As a minimum this should be
done annually. This will be the customer’s biannual
Certificate Of Conformity.

www.jsp.co.uk
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JSPCHECK™

TRUSTED, TESTED, TRACEABLE

RFID TECHNOLOGY

JSP Height Safety Equipment is fitted with RFID tags
that can be scanned by a mobile device or computer
to perform accurate safety inspections in minutes.

ASSET MANAGEMENT

Easy, instant inventory control and in-field
inspections, manage documentation and reports
by tracking tools and equipment in seconds.

INSPECTION & COMPLIANCE

Precise data gathering for improved compliance,
automate, retain and retrieve product and training
documentation instantly.

TAG IT

SCAN IT

TRACK IT

TRUSTED

Any recorded data
will always be secure, current and
accessible. Any information that can
prevent a worker from using a
potentially unsafe piece of equipment
can be communicated very simply
and quickly.

TESTED

On site inspections can
be performed with results instantly
recorded, uploaded and documented.
This information can be checked by a
safety manager or user of the
equipment before any use.

Most of JSP’s Height Safety
Equipment is fitted with unique
RFID tags, identified by the
. RFID tags
JSPCheck™ logo
can be purchased separately and
retrofitted to any asset.
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Works with compatible mobile devices.
USB Stick and Desktop USB styles of
scanners and readers are available.

The JSPCheck™ is results driven
through cloud technology, using
industry-focused BIM software that
offers no nonsense convenience and
maximum flexibility at significantly
lower costs.

TRACEABLE

Assets can be
scanned and added to your cloud
based inventory. Inventories can be
taken quickly and more effectively
preventing shrinkage and misuse.

www.jsp.co.uk
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ALTITUDE™

HEIGHT SAFETY TRAINING

TM

ALTITUDE
HEIGHT
SAFETY
COURSES

INSPECTION OF PERSONAL FALL
PROTECTION EQUIPMENT

™

TOP
CLASS
TRAINING
Altitude™ Height Safety – a brand new division within the JSP
Group – is dedicated to providing quality height safety and
rescue training for all industry sectors.
Many professions, work environments and tasks involve activity
above or even below ground level, meaning workers are exposed
to the risk of falling a distance liable to cause injury or even
death. As well as a moral obligation to ensure the workers’
safety, employers must comply with a myriad of legal duties with
regard to work at height. Training is a crucial part of compliance.
Employers must understand how to plan and manage work at
height safely and workers can carry it out without causing harm
to themselves or to others.

This course provides the required knowledge and practical
hands-on experience to those tasked with conducting
3 or 6 monthly recorded inspections of items such as
harnesses, lanyards and fall arresters. In addition to the
essential fault finding process, the course also covers
relevant regulations, legislation, standards, completion
and management of the associated inspection records.
This course also gives the delegates an introduction to
the brand new JSP RFID Asset Management System.

INTRODUCTION TO
WORKING AT HEIGHT

BOOKING CODE

This course offers a comprehensive introduction to
general working at height. Ideal for those new to working
at height, the use of case studies and HSE statistics on
falls, injuries and fatalities helps to raise awareness of
the dangers. The course focuses on relevant regulations,
legislation, and best practice, and helps identify the
safest and most suitable work equipment/methods, via
risk assessment and the hierarchy of controls. A great
foundation course to take before moving on to the
Personal Fall Protection Equipment course.

BOOKING CODE

This course is specifically designed for those tasked with
working at height where the elected control measure will
be fall restraint, fall arrest or work positioning with the
use of a safety harness and associated attachments. This
course will cover the selection, safe use and appropriate
inspection/maintenance regimes for either a selection
of generic fall protection products, or can be tailored to
specifically identified products and applications. Correct
fitting & adjustment of the safety harness is included,
as is pre-use checking of equipment.
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PLANNING AND MANAGING
WORK AT HEIGHT

Centred heavily around ‘The Work At Height Regulations
2005’ this course is suitable for those who plan, manage
or supervise work at height activity. Similar in content
to the “Introduction to W@H” course, however this
course offers more detail on hazard identification,
risk assessment, reporting of accidents, inspection &
maintenance regimes, planning for rescue, and rescue
equipment/methods available.

HST01

PERSONAL FALL PROTECTION
EQUIPMENT – SELECTION, USE &
MAINTENANCE

BOOKING CODE

HST02

HST03

BOOKING CODE

HST04

RESCUE FROM HEIGHT

To meet moral and legal obligations employers/sites
now need to plan for emergencies at height. Just
dialing 999 is not the answer! Altitude™ Height Safety
offer a number of rescue courses giving co-workers
the knowledge and practical skills to rescue each
other, whether incapacitated, suspended post-fall,
or in a position requiring emergency self-evacuation
(abseiling).The courses can also be tailored to suit the
structure or environment, i.e. tower cranes, scaffolding,
rooftops, VNA trucks etc.

BOOKING CODE

HST05

www.altitudeheightsafety.co.uk
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HEIGHT SAFETY RANGE

HARNESSES

K2™ 2-POINT HARNESS
This harness has 2 ideally positioned
attachment elements for fall arrest
and restraint purposes. It has fully
adjustable shoulder, chest and thigh
straps that use quick release buckles.
Parking loops and lightweight
aluminium hardware also make this
a user friendly product.

K2™ 3-POINT HARNESS
A work positioning harness that
delivers comfort and style with no
compromise on safety. Together
with the lightweight aluminium
connectors this harness also has a
work positioning belt, parking loops
and quick release buckles.

K2™ 5-POINT HARNESS
The ventral and lateral attachment
points just add to the overall concept
of this 5-point riggers harness. It has
lightweight aluminium hardware and
breathable air mesh to give the user
the confidence that no matter where,
or for how long they work, comfort
and safety are always priority.

K2™ HARNESS RANGE

This is the premium range of JSP® harnesses and lanyards that
come with the highest standard of ergonomics, comfort, safety
and quick connect buckles. The harnesses have been designed
with easy don and anti-tangle features to ensure correct
fitting with maximum comfort and no compromise on safety.
All of the K2™ harnesses have been tested to 136kg.

ULTRA LIGHT

Ultra lightweight aluminium
hardware aids in the comfort
and convenience for the user.
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BREATHABLE MATERIAL

Air mesh material gives these
harnesses breathability and an
anti-tangle feature.

QUICK RELEASE

Quick release buckles to make
donning and doffing effortless.

COMFORTABLE ANTI-TANGLE
AIRMESH ON THE SHOULDER
AND LEGS
QUICK RELEASE BUCKLES

Conforms to: EN 361:2002
and EN 358:1999

Conforms to: EN 361:2002
FAR0401

COMFORTABLE ANTI-TANGLE
AIRMESH ON THE SHOULDER
AND BELT AREA
WORK POSITIONING BELT
QUICK RELEASE BUCKLES

K2™ 2-Point Harness

FAR0402

COMFORTABLE ANTI-TANGLE
AIRMESH ON THE SHOULDER,
LEG AND BELT AREA
VENTRAL AND STERNUM
ATTACHMENT POINTS
QUICK RELEASE BUCKLES
Conforms to: EN 361:2002,
EN358:1999 and EN813:2008

K2™ 3-Point Harness

FAR0403

K2™ 5-Point Harness

www.jsp.co.uk
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HEIGHT SAFETY RANGE

HARNESSES

PRO-FIT™ HARNESS RANGE

Pro-Fit™ by JSP® has been designed with comfort in mind, knowing that wearing a harness all day can be very
strenuous on the body. These harnesses are made from elasticated webbing offering the user the ultimate in
usability. It is ultra-lightweight and very comfortable yet it does not lack the most important thing, safety.

PRO-FIT™ 1-POINT
HARNESS

The ultimate in comfort and
style harnessed with lightweight
hardware gives this fully elasticated
harness the edge for those that have
to wear height safety equipment on
a daily basis. Comfort is important
for users as this leads to good
practice when donning the product.

FULLY ELASTICATED
LIGHTWEIGHT
ULTRA COMFORT

Conforms to: EN 361:2002
FAR0101
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Pro-Fit™ 1-Point Harness
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PRO-FIT™ 2-POINT
HARNESS

Designed to move with the user
in arduous conditions and with
2-points of attachment this
harness appeals to everyone. It has
been designed for the person that
requires value, style and comfort,
all of which have been harnessed
together in one product.

FULLY ELASTICATED
LIGHTWEIGHT
VERSATILE AND ADAPTABLE

Conforms to: EN 361:2002
FAR0103

Pro-Fit™ 2-Point Harness

PRO-FIT™ 2-POINT
QR HARNESS

The quick release version of our
popular 2-point Pro-Fit™ harness
enables the user the versatility of
quickly donning and doffing this
ultra-lightweight all-rounder.

FULLY ELASTICATED
LIGHTWEIGHT
QUICK RELEASE BUCKLES

Conforms to: EN 361:2002
FAR0105

Pro-Fit™ 2-Point Harness QR

PRO-FIT DIELECTRIK™
INSULATED HARNESS

This is the only harness in Europe fully insulated
for working conditions where there might be
a risk of electrocution. It comes with special
dielectric D-rings, buckles and frames that
protect the user from potential harm in electrical
atmospheres.

ELECTRICALLY INSULATING POLYMERS
3-POINTS OF ATTACHMENT
ELASTICATED ELEMENTS FOR ULTRA COMFORT

Conforms to: EN 361:2002 and EN 358:1999
FAR0601

Pro-Fit Dielectrik™ Insulated Harness

www.jsp.co.uk
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HEIGHT SAFETY RANGE

HARNESSES

PIONEER™ HARNESS RANGE

The Pioneer™ range comes in a combination of black and grey for ease of identification between the shoulder and
leg straps. Equipped with unique features that provide full comfort and ergonomics to the wearer, this range of
harnesses withstands the highest of safety standards as laid out in the European Norms and is CE certified.

PIONEER™ 1-POINT
HARNESS

This harness has a two tone
colour scheme to help the user
in donning and inspection. It
has 1-point of attachment ideal
for fall arrest applications. With
aluminium hardware it makes this a
comfortable day to day product.

PIONEER™ 2-POINT
HARNESS

2 attachment points make this
harness an all rounder for workers.
Fully adjustable chest, shoulder and
leg straps make this product fit for
all sizes up to a weight of 136Kg.

PIONEER™ 3-POINT
HARNESS

A 3-Point harness designed for
those that need a work positioning
element, such as telecoms
engineers. It is lightweight and
comes with a padded back support
for extra comfort.

PIONEER™ 2-POINT
QR HARNESS

PIONEER™ 2-POINT
RESCUE HARNESS

The quick release version of the
2-point harness offers all of the
same benefits coupled with the
ability to quickly don and doff
this all rounder.

Confined space entry and rescue
is a very serious issue and this
harness enables a person to be
rescued vertically with the use
of the extension strap which
is attached. It has 2-points of
attachment for use in other
applications such as
fall arrest and restraint.
LIGHTWEIGHT
FULLY ADJUSTABLE
EXTENSION STRAP FOR
VERTICAL RESCUE

FULLY ADJUSTABLE
RATED TO 136Kg
QUICK RELEASE BUCKLES
Conforms to: EN 361:2002
FAR0209

Conforms to: EN 361:2002 and EN 1497:2007
Pioneer™ 2-Point QR Harness

FAR0205

Pioneer™ 2-Point Rescue Harness

SPARTAN™ HARNESS RANGE

The Spartan™ range of harnesses and lanyards has been designed primarily for the user that may not work
at height all of the time. The harnesses conform to all of the relevant standards and fit and look great.

SPARTAN™ 1-POINT
HARNESS
A stylish product
that does not
falter when
safety is
paramount.

LIGHTWEIGHT
EASILY VISIBLE STITCH
PATTERNS FOR INSPECTION
Conforms to: EN 361:2002

FAR0201
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Pioneer™ 1-Point Harness
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FULLY ADJUSTABLE
RATED TO 136Kg
IDEAL FOR FALL ARREST
AND RESTRAINT
Conforms to: EN 361:2002

FAR0203

Pioneer™ 2-Point Harness

FULLY ADJUSTABLE
3 POINTS OF ATTACHMENT
HAS A PADDED WORK 		
POSITIONING BELT FOR COMFORT
Conforms to: EN 361:2002
and EN358:1999

FAR0204

Pioneer™ 3-Point Harness

A fully adjustable
harness with
2–points of
attachment.

FRONT & REAR ATTACHMENT
COST EFFECTIVE

COST EFFECTIVE
Conforms to: EN 361:2002

FAR0301

SPARTAN™ 2-POINT
HARNESS

Spartan™ 1-Point Harness

Conforms to: EN 361:2002

FAR0302

Spartan™ 2-Point Harness

SPARTAN™ 3-POINT
HARNESS
A fully adjustable
harness with a
work positioning
belt incorporated.

SIT STRAP FOR COMFORT
COST EFFECTIVE
PADDED WORK POSITIONING BELT
Conforms to: EN 361:2002 and EN358:1999

FAR0303

Spartan™ 3-Point Harness

www.jsp.co.uk
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HEIGHT SAFETY RANGE

LANYARDS

WORK POSITIONING LANYARDS

PIONEER™ FALL ARREST LANYARDS

A range of adjustable lanyards that have been designed for work positioning
applications, made from various types of materials to suit every situation.

K2™ WORK
POSITIONING
LANYARD

PIONEER™ ADJUSTABLE
RESTRAINT LANYARD
Made from 33mm wide polyester
webbing with a manual ring
type adjuster made of forged alloy
steel for ease of adjustment.
It also comes with
lightweight captive
pin karabiner.

Can be used for
restraint applications
such as IPAF use. Has
30cm rope protector
for longevity of
product.

12MM KERNMANTLE ROPE
ADJUSTABLE ROPE GRAB
Conforms to: EN 358:1999
FAR0907

LIGHTWEIGHT
ADJUSTABLE FROM 0.5m TO 2m
Conforms to: EN 358:1999

K2™ Work Positioning Lanyard

FAR0208

The Pioneer™ fall arrest lanyards (FAL) are made from the highest quality kernmantle rope and have aluminium
connectors. The superior quality of these lanyards allows you to feel confident and secure whilst using them,
whether you have to move around or climb structures. The lanyards all come with impact indicators to enable
you to establish on first inspection if the product has been subjected to any type of fall or high impact.

SPARTAN™ WORK
RESTRAINT LANYARD

2m adjustable restraint lanyard made
from 14mm polymide 3-strand twisted
rope. Manual ring type adjuster made of
forged alloy steel.

STEEL KARABINERS
COST EFFECTIVE
Conforms to: EN 358:1999

Pioneer™ Adjustable Restraint Lanyard

FAR0308

Spartan™ Work Positioning Lanyard

K2™ INTERNAL FALL ARREST LANYARDS

The K2™ internal fall arrest lanyards (FAL) come with the energy absorption feature incorporated within their core. Because they
do not require an extra energy absorption pack they are lighter in weight and ideal for use in conditions where there may be trip
hazards. The elastic nature of these lanyards reduce the actual effective length of the lanyard.

K2™ CAPTIVE FAL

Complete with 2 captive pin aluminium
screw gate karabiner. 1.4m extending
to 2m

Lanyard conforms to: EN 355:2002
Connectors conform to: EN362:2004 Class B
FAR0406
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K2™ Captive FAL
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K2™ SINGLE TAIL FAL

Complete with a captive pin aluminium
screw gate karabiner and 1 aluminium
scaffold hook. 1.4m extending to 2m

Lanyard conforms to: EN 355:2002
Connectors conform to: EN362:2004 Class B/T
FAR0404

K2™ Single Tail FAL

K2™ TWIN TAIL FAL

Complete with a captive pin aluminium
screw gate karabiner and 2 aluminium
scaffold hooks. 1.4m extending to 2m

Lanyard conforms to: EN 355:2002
Connectors conform to: EN362:2004 Class B/T
FAR0405

K2™ Twin Tail FAL

PIONEER™
CAPTIVE PIN 2M FAL

PIONEER™
SCAFFOLDERS 2M FAL

PIONEER™
TWIN TAIL 2M FAL

Lanyard conforms to: EN 355:2002
Connectors conform to: EN362:2004 Class B

Lanyard conforms to: EN 355:2002
Connectors conform to: EN362:2004 Class B/T

Lanyard conforms to: EN 355:2002
Connectors conform to: EN362:2004 Class B/T

Complete with 2 captive pin aluminium
karabiner at attachment ends.

FAR0210

Pioneer™ Captive Pin 2m FAL

Complete with 1 captive pin aluminium
karabiner and 1 aluminium
scaffold hook.

FAR0206

Pioneer™ Scaffolders 2m FAL

Complete with 1 captive pin aluminium
karabiner and 2 aluminium
scaffold hooks.

FAR0207

Pioneer™ Twin Tail 2m FAL

SPARTAN™ FALL ARREST LANYARDS

The Spartan™ fall arrest lanyards (FA) have been designed with cost efficiency key to the
range. They have steel connectors and 33mm flat webbing. The lanyards meet all of the
relevant safety standards and come in various configurations.

2M SINGLE TAIL FAL
Complete with 2 steel karabiners.

2M SINGLE TAIL
SCAFFOLDERS FAL

2M TWIN TAIL FAL

Lanyard conforms to: EN 355:2002
Connectors conform to: EN362:2004 Class B/T

Lanyard conforms to: EN 355:2002
Connectors conform to: EN362:2004 Class B/T

Complete with 1 steel
karabiner and 1
steel scaffold
hook.

Lanyard conforms to: EN 355:2002
Connectors conform to: EN362:2004 Class B
FAR0309

2m Single Tail FAL

FAR0305

2m Single Tail Scaffolders FAL

Complete with 1 steel karabiner and 2
steel scaffold hooks.

FAR0307

2m Twin Tail FAL

www.jsp.co.uk
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HEIGHT SAFETY RANGE

RESTRAINT SYSTEM AND FALL LIMITERS

ADJUSTABLE RESTRAINT SYSTEM

RETRACTABLE FALL LIMITERS

The most fundamental difference between fall arrest and restraint is the fall potential. Fall arrest allows the
operative to fall and then ‘arrests’ this fall. Restraint, when used correctly, prevents the fall occurring. Working
in restraint significantly reduces the risk of falling and therefore all the issues related to fall hazards.

ADJUSTABLE
RESTRAINT LANYARDS

The range of retractable fall limiters (RFL) are encased in almost indestructible polymer to give them an
edge on sites where they are used. The fall limiters have been tested rigorously in all types of situations.
All wire fall limiters are Atex approved and can be used in potentially explosive atmospheres.

HARNESS
ATTACHMENT LANYARD

The range of adjustable restraint lanyards
are designed to assist workers whose leading
edge will change constantly. It is available
in multiple lengths from 5m to 15m all with
the highest quality rope and rope grab.

IMAGE

A method of easily attaching the
rope grab to your harness, used in
conjunction with the adjustable
restraint lanyards. 30cm in length.

WEBBING AND WIRE
RETRACTABLE FALL
LIMITERS

A range of different length retractable
fall limiters with either webbing or wire.

NEEDED
POLYMER CASING
DURABLE AND RUGGED
WIRE VERSIONS ATEX APPROVED

ADJUSTABLE ROPE GRAB

12mm KERNMANTLE ROPE

Conforms to:
EN 354:2010

Conforms to: EN 353-2:2002 and EN358:1999
FAR0801

5m Adjustable Restraint Lanyard

FAR0802

10m Adjustable Restraint Lanyard

FAR0803

15m Adjustable Restraint Lanyard

FAR0805

Conforms to: EN 360:2002
Harness Attachment Lanyard

FAR0702

2m Webbing RFL

FAR0705

5m Wire (Atex Approved) RFL

FAR0707

15m Wire (Atex Approved) RFL

FAR0703

3.5m Webbing RFL

FAR0706

10m Wire (Atex Approved) RFL

FAR0712

20m Wire (Atex Approved) RFL

FAR0704

3.5m Wire (Atex Approved) RFL

2M LIGHTWEIGHT
RETRACTABLE
FALL LIMITER

AERIALINE™ 20M HORIZONTAL LIFE LINE

The system is designed to be used in conjunction with the adjustable restraint lanyards.
It can extend to a horizontal length of 20m between 2-points of anchorage. It is simple
to install and it has been tested for use for up to 2 persons.

30M WIRE
RESCUE FALL
LIMITER

Weighing less than 600g this fall
limiter is the lightest in its class
in the world.

MADE FROM 30MM POLYESTER WEBBING
UNIQUE RATCHET TENSIONING SYSTEM
DESIGNED FOR 2 USERS

LIGHT WEIGHT
FALL INDICATOR
EXTERNAL SHOCK ABSORBER
TM

Conforms to: EN 795:2012 Class B

FAR0804
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The block allows falls
to be arrested and is
designed to enable easy
retrieval of a fall victim.

20m Horizontal Life Line

Conforms to: EN 360:2002

FAR0701

MULTI-PURPOSE
FALL ARREST MODE
WINCH MODE
Conforms to: EN 360:2002 and EN 1496:2006 Class A

2m Lightweight Retractable Fall Limiter

FAR0708

30m Wire Rescue Fall Limiter

www.jsp.co.uk
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HEIGHT SAFETY RANGE

RESCUE EQUIPMENT AND HEIGHT SAFETY ACCESSORIES

HEIGHT SAFETY ACCESSORIES

RESCUE EQUIPMENT

The Work At Height Regulations 2005 state that if exposed to a risk of a fall then a rescue plan needs to
be in place. JSP have a range of devices to aid you in this. Whether you need raising, lowering or both in
a rescue, we have a device that suits, including products for confined space entry and rescue.

CRD - CONSTANT
RATE DESCENDER

Made of highly visible 16mm tubular
webbing. Convenient stretch lanyard
for tool holding.
Max 7kg.

CRD + CONSTANT
RATE DESCENDER
& LIFT FACILITY

Offers high functional safety and comes
in various lengths. Uses 10.5mm Kernmantle
rope. It comes in a standard 20m length.
Other lengths are available on request.

Offers high functional
safety and has an integral
hoisting capability.
Descent speed controlled
at 0.9m/sec to1.2m/sec.
It comes in a standard 20m
length. Other lengths are
available on request.

FAR0502

Conforms to:
EN 341:2011 Type 1 Class A and
EN 1496:2006 Class A

Conforms to:
EN 341:2011 Type 1 Class A
FAR1001

SINGLE TOOL LANYARD

CRD - Constant

Rate Descender

FAR1002

CRD + Constant

FAR0501

Scaffolders Tool Lanyard

STEEL TWIST LOCK
KARABINER

Conforms to:
EN 362:2004 Class B

Conforms to:
EN 362:2004 Class B

Conforms to:
EN 362:2004 Class B

Aluminium Twist Lock Karabiner

Gate opening 45mm.
23kN breaking load.

Gate opening 30mm.
25kN breaking load.

FAR0904

Aluminium Screw Gate Karabiner

FAR0903

Steel Twist Lock Karabiner

STEEL SCREW GATE
KARABINER

ALUMINIUM
SCAFFOLDING HOOK

ALUMINIUM
TOWER HOOK

Conforms to:
EN 362:2004
Class B & Class M

Conforms to:
EN 362:2004 Class T

Conforms to:
EN 362:2004 Class T

Gate opening 30mm.
25kN breaking load.

Conforms to: EN 795:2012 Class B

FAR0902

Steel Screw Gate Karabiner

Gate opening 90mm.
23kN breaking load.

FAR0901

Aluminium Scaffolding Hook

Gate opening 90mm.
23kN breaking load.

FAR0908

Aluminium Tower Hook

Confined Space Tripod

2M WEBBING
ANCHORAGE SLING

CONFINED SPACE
WINCH 1004

Made of 20mm wide
polyester webbing.
18kN breaking load.

The winch has a 5mm galvanised
cable & a braking system. Length
= 20m. Lifting load capacity =
135kg. Weight = 9kg.
Conforms to:
EN 1496:2006 Class A

www.jsp.co.uk

Twin Tool Lanyard

Secures tools to wrist
or harness protecting
people below from
accidentally
dropped tools.

ALUMINIUM SCREW
GATE KARABINER

FAR0905

Max Height = 2.15m.
Min Height = 1.35m.
Max Footprint = 1.4m.
Min Footprint = 0.85m.
Weight = 13kg.
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FAR0503

SCAFFOLDERS
TOOL LANYARD

Rate Descender & Lift Facility

The tripod is suitable for use
on uneven surfaces. Tripod ONLY.
Winch sold separately.

FAR1004

Made of highly visible 16mm tubular
webbing. Twin capacity for tool holding or
a method of changing tools. Max 7kg.

ALUMINIUM TWIST
LOCK KARABINER
Gate opening 45mm.
23kN breaking load.

CONFINED SPACE
TRIPOD

FAR1003

Single Tool Lanyard

TWIN TOOL LANYARD

Conforms to:
EN 795:2012 Class B
Confined Space Winch 1004

FAR0504

2m Webbing Anchorage Sling

2M & 3M STEEL
ROPE SLING
Made from PVC coated 8mm
galvanised wire rope. For
arduous conditions such as
construction environments.
23kN breaking load.
Conforms to:
EN 795:2012 Class B

TEMPORARY
CONCRETE
ANCHOR

Re-useable concrete anchor.
Drill hole of 19mm in diameter
and depth of 150mm is
required. 23kN breaking load.
Conforms to:
EN795:2012 Class B

FAR0505

2m Steel Wire Rope Sling

FAR0506

3m Steel Wire Rope Sling

FAR0507

Temporary Concrete Anchor

www.jsp.co.uk
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HEIGHT SAFETY RANGE

FALL PROTECTION KITS

FALL PROTECTION KITS

The new range of kits will satisfy every
situation that you may come across
whilst working at height. Whether it be
working from a cherry picker, leading
edge or rooftops, we have the harness
and accessories you need in a handy kit.

PRO-FIT™
IPAF KIT

PRO-FIT™
CONSTRUCTION KIT

1-POINT PRO-FIT™ HARNESS
2m ADJUSTABLE
RESTRAINT LANYARD
JSP® WOVEN DRAW-STRING BAG
Harness conforms to: EN 361:2002
Restraint lanyard conforms to:
EN 358:1999
FAR1109

PRO-FIT™ SINGLE
SCAFFOLDERS KIT

2-POINT PRO-FIT™ HARNESS
INTERNAL FAL WITH SCAFFOLD
HOOK AT ANCHORAGE END
JSP® RUCKSACK
Harness conforms to: EN 361:2002
Fall arrest lanyard conforms to:
EN 355:2002
FAR1111
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Pro-Fit™ Single Scaffolders Kit
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Pro-Fit™ IPAF Kit

PRO-FIT™ TWIN
SCAFFOLDERS KIT

2-POINT PRO-FIT™ HARNESS
TWIN INTERNAL FAL
WITH SCAFFOLD HOOKS
JSP® RUCKSACK
Harness conforms to: EN 361:2002
Fall arrest lanyard conforms to:
EN 355:2002
FAR1112

Pro-Fit™ Twin Scaffolders Kit

2-POINT PRO-FIT™ HARNESS
2m RETRACTABLE FALL LIMITER
JSP® RUCKSACK
Harness conforms to: EN 361:2002
Retractable fall limiter conforms
to: EN 360:2002
FAR1110

Pro-Fit™ Construction Kit

PRO-FIT™
ROOFERS KIT

PIONEER™
FALL ARREST KIT

1-POINT HARNESS
2m ADJUSTABLE
RESTRAINT LANYARD
JSP® RUCKSACK

2-POINT HARNESS
2m FALL ARREST LANYARD
JSP® RUCKSACK

Harness conforms to: EN 361:2002
Restraint lanyard conforms to:
EN 353-2:2002 and EN 358:1999
FAR1103

Pioneer™ IPAF Kit

PIONEER™ ADJUSTABLE
RESTRAINT KIT

2-POINT PRO-FIT™ HARNESS
10m ADJUSTABLE
RESTRAINT LANYARD
JSP® RUCKSACK
Harness conforms to: EN 361:2002
Restraint lanyard conforms to:
EN 353-2:2002 and EN 358:1999
FAR1113

PIONEER™
IPAF KIT

Pro-Fit™ Roofers Kit

2-POINT HARNESS
5m ADJUSTABLE
RESTRAINT LANYARD
JSP® RUCKSACK
Harness conforms to: EN 361:2002
Restraint lanyard conforms to:
EN 353-2:2002 and EN 358:1999
FAR1106

Pioneer™ Adjustable Restraint Kit

Conforms to: EN 361:2002
Fall arrest lanyard conforms to:
EN 355:2002
FAR 1104

Pioneer™ Fall Arrest Kit

SPARTAN™
RESTRAINT KIT

1-POINT SPARTAN™ HARNESS
1.8M FIXED LENGTH LANYARD
JSP® WOVEN DRAW-STRING BAG
Harness conforms to: EN 361:2002
Restraint lanyard conforms to:
EN 354:2010
FAR1101

Spartan™ Restraint Kit

PIONEER™
ROOFERS KIT

2-POINT HARNESS
10m ADJUSTABLE
RESTRAINT LANYARD
JSP® RUCKSACK
Harness conforms to: EN 361:2002
Restraint lanyard conforms to:
EN 353-2:2002 and EN 358:1999
FAR1105

Pioneer™ Roofers Kit

SPARTAN™
FALL ARREST KIT

2-POINT SPARTAN™ HARNESS
1.8M FALL ARREST LANYARD
JSP® WOVEN DRAW-STRING BAG
Harness conforms to: EN 361:2002
Fall arrest lanyard conforms to:
EN 355:2002
FAR1102

Spartan™ Fall Arrest Kit

www.jsp.co.uk
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THE
SKY’S
THE
LIMIT
EVOLite
SKYWORKER™
®

HEIGHT SAFETY HELMET

EVOLite® SKYWORKER™

Height safety helmet with E.P.S.
liner and 4-point chinstrap.
Unit conforms to: EN12492
Helmet conforms to: EN397 (Meets EN397

mandatory shock absorption and penetration requirements)

AJS260-000-100

EVOLite® Skyworker™

E.P.S. LINER
4-POINT CHINSTRAP
SUPREME COMFORT

Qty 10
Head
Protection

KM579403
EN12492:2012

1964

2014

50
YEARS

MANUFACTURING
FOR A SAFER FUTURE
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